
 

 

 
  

 
 

NEXON AMT 
Tata NEXON is a manifestation of the Next-Level automobile design featuring ‘Breaking the Box’ philosophy. It 

represents the evolution of SUV design from traditional Boxy shapes to a sleeker and aerodynamic SUV profile inspired 

from Sports coupe’. Reflecting the company’s passion and commitment to bring stylish, exciting and technology driven 

cars, NEXON comes equipped with class-leading features like Multi-Drive modes (ECO, CITY, SPORT), 209mm of ground 

clearance and a floating dash-top touchscreen infotainment for an unmatched drive experience 

To cater to the ever-evolving needs of our customers, introducing the A.M.T version of NEXON, which takes driving to 

LEVEL NEX. NEXON A.M.T sports a new Etna Orange color with Piano-Black contrast roof to accentuate the sporty 

character of the SUV on the exterior. On the interiors, the dashboard mid-pad comes color coordinated with the 

exterior body color and stylish NEXON branded floor mats. 

With convenient automatic gear shift, NEXON A.M.T provides an easy and clutch-free drive experience in congested 
traffic. It also features a Manual Tiptronic mode for shifting gears manually. NEXON A.M.T comes equipped with 
various smart features like Creep function & Hill Assist to easily negotiate the bumper-to-bumper city traffic. The 
intelligent transmission controller with features like Anti-stall, Kick-Down and Fast-off which optimizes the gearshifts 
to provide best power output during overtaking maneuvers or quick acceleration requirements. 
 
Technical Specifications: 

 
Parameter Description NEXON AMT 

Fuel Type  NA Diesel 

 
 
 
Engine  

NA 1.5L Turbocharged Revotorq engine 

Max power (PS@rpm) 110@3750 

Max torque (Nm@rpm) 260@1500-2750 

Drive modes Multi Drive mode – Eco, City, Sport 

Capacity 1497 

No. of Cylinders  NA 4 

Wheelbase (mm)  NA 2498 

Length (mm) NA 3994 

Width (mm) NA 1811 

Height (mm) NA 1607 

 
Suspension  

Front Independent McPherson Dual-path strut with coil spring 

Rear  Twist beam with coil spring and shock absorber 

Brakes  Front  Disc 

Rear Drum 

Wheels & Tyres Type Alloy wheels 

Size 215/60, R16 

Ground clearance (mm) NA 209 

Turning circle radius (m) NA 5.1 

Transmission Type Automated Manual Transmission (A.M.T) 

 


